Seasonal

Mainstay

Please keep in mind our beer selection is constantly rotating.

Northern Light

5.25

The perfect touch of Horizon hops working in
tandem w/ Pilsner malts creates this very crisp,
clean, refreshing brew - classic & easy going.

abv
5.0%

“One-Eyed” Willy’s

6.25

› BELGIAN TRIPEL

A sweet & deceivingly strong Belgian ale w/ notes
of orange citrus & peppery clove.

BonsaIPA

abv
9.4%

6.25

› AMERICAN IPA

Classic American IPA featuring Amarillo,
Cascade & Centennial hops. While on the hoppier
side, it’s well balanced and an easy drinker

abv
7.4%

Dayglose

7.95

› FRENCH OAK BARREL-AGED GOSE

A sour German wheat ale that we aged for a little
over a year in Wild Horse Vineyards Pinot Noir
barrels, which mellows out the initial tartness &
gives the beer a soft wine-like mouthfeel while
imparting a slight oak flavor.

abv
3.8%

› GERMAN-STYLE HELLES

Duckabish Amber

5.25

› ENGLISH-STYLE SPECIAL BITTER ALE

Pilsner, Caravienne & Chocolate malts combine to
create the Duck’s beautiful ruch amber color - soft,
creamy & nicely balanced by Horizon hops.

abv
4.5%

Red Zeppelin

5.25

Balanced, malt-driven, medium body Irish ale
that is lightly hopped allowing the toasted malt
character to take center stage.

abv
4.6%

Bavarian Hefeweizen

5.25

› IRISH RED ALE

› SOUTH GERMAN-STYLE UNFILTERED WHEAT ALE

Summer Fleece

5.25

A dark lager w/ bold aroma & flavor that fades
into a light & dry finish. Perfect if you want
something that has a dark malt flavor that is still
crisp, clean, & sessionable.

Pilsner malt & white wheat combined w/ German
Hallertau hops make this smooth German-style
wheat beer a bright and invigorating experience.

abv
5.0%

abv
5.5%

Py Jingo

5.25

Haus Party

5.25

In Pacific Northwest style, this complex combo of
Pilsner & Caravienne malts, w/ Horizon, Cascade
& Amarillo hops adds up to a satisfying wow.

abv
5.8%

Zombie Dragon

6.25

Heavily hopped with Mosaic & El Dorado in the
whirlpool & dry hopped multiple times. Lightcolor, slightly hazy w/ a round mouth feel that has
big, juicy hop character.

abv
7.4%

Green Menace

6.25

› GERMAN SCHWARZBIE R

› GERMAN-STYLE PILSNER

Brewed with all German malt and a blend of
old-school and new-school German hops, this is
a modern twist on a traditional German Pilsner.
Well-balanced, crisp and clean with a nice,
delicate hop aroma and flavor

El Zorro Gordo

abv
5.5%

6.95

› WHISKEY BARREL-AGED RIS

We aged our Splintercat RIS for over 6 months
in Swift Whiskey’s American oak whiskey
abv
barrels. The result is a dark & deep beer w/ notes 10.5%
of cocoa, roast, coffee & malt that finishes w/
coconut aroma & flavor.

Ciders

› AMERICAN PALE ALE

› EAST COAST-STYLE IPA

› WEST COAST-STYLE DOUBLE IPA

Reckless amounts of American & aroma hops w/
American pilsner & Belgian crystal malts combine
for a big shoutout to all our happy hop-heads.

abv
8.0%

Beer Flight

Austin Eastciders

4.25

› ORIGINAL DRY
› HONEY
› ORANGE

› BUILD YOUR FLIGHT
Why settle for just one? Pick 3 different styles
(sorry no multiples) and try out several of our
award winning beers.

7.50

+1.50 for each High ABV & Barrel-Aged beer

› GRAPEFRUIT

Argus Ciderkin

4.25

› GINGER PERRY

Gluten-Free
Omission

4.25

› IPA
› LAGER

Non-Alcoholic
Becks

4.25
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